
LAUNCESTON GREYHOUND FIELDS Monday (Night) 13 April 2015 

 

Race 1 - 07:21 - LILYDALE BOWLS CLUB Juvenile 515m 

1 537 DOCILE DEAN (Jason Barwick): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

2 582 SHEARER'S BLOW (Robin Stocks): Slow beginning wide runner and is not over strong, may struggle here. 

3 18 NEXT MATADOR (Rodney Ransley): Risky beginning railer; can show speed and battles well, is a chance. 

4 464 ARNHEM NITRO (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed but does battle fairly, rough chance. 

5 454 CARRICK MARLOW (Leslie Barker): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, looks tested from this box. 

6 477 MARLEY ROSE (Leslie Barker): Slow beginning centre runner and is not strong, will find this tough. 

7 144 FLASHING SHADOW (Russell Watts): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, has a chance. 

8 665 BRING SEXY BACK (Nicholas Howard): Risky beginning railer, battles fairly but needs to cross, place chance. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: NEXT MATADOR (3) might be able to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: FLASHING SHADOW (7) has the speed to settle close to the lead and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: ARNHEM NITRO (4) should settle closer to the lead in this and looks a place chance. 

 

Race 2 - 07:40 - PROVIDENCE VINEYARD Juvenile 515m 

1 422 ANDARIEL (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly well and is nicely boxed, looks a chance. 

2 661 FLASHING MOON (Eileen Thomas): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly and won well at Hobart, is a chance. 

3 774 EYAS (Nicholas Howard): Slow beginning wide runner and is not strong, won’t be worrying these. 

4 525 DOWNTOWN DIZ (Robin Stocks): Slow beginning centre runner; has some speed but is not strong, tested. 

5 153 SCOOTERS CAPABLE (Wayne Williams): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on well, chance. 

6 8 ADAM'S SUMMER (Barry Adams): Risky beginning wide runner and struggled at her only try, looks tested. 

7 417 RICH MARLOW (Leslie Barker): SCRATCHED 

8 365 MISS INFORMED (Jason Barwick): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly but must settle closer, place at best. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: SCOOTERS CAPABLE (5) will be slow away but might be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: ANDARIEL (1) may settle closer to the lead from this box and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: FLASHING MOON (2) began much better at Hobart and is a chance if he can repeat that run. 

 

Race 3 - 08:01 - KULMAREN GARDENS Mixed 4/5 278m 

1 111 POSH FAITH (Anthony Bullock): Fast beginning railer; has good early speed and is well boxed, good chance. 

2 338 DANGER DUCK (Nicole Howard): Risky beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, is a place chance. 

3 377 MAURA BELLA (Leigh Alexander): SCRATCHED 

4 511 BULLA COUNTRY (Michael Pearce): Good beginning centre runner; has speed and battles well, is a chance. 

5 676 CAHILTY (Michael Louth): Fair beginning railer; has some speed but this field looks a bit too strong, tested. 

6 616 ARCHIE NINKASI (Peter Higgins): Good beginning railer; has good speed and is a chance if he can lead. 

7 235 ARNHEM ROGUE (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly but these look a bit too speedy. 

8 875 UKULELE ROCKER (Dennis Wood): Slow beginning railer; can show speed but looks tested from this box. 

9 687 WOODLEIGH DOLL Res. (Dennis Wood): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly but needs an inside draw. 

10 687 KIMMYROSS Res. (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has early speed and battles well, place hope. 

 

TOP PICK: POSH FAITH (1) looks like holding the lead from this box and will be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: BULLA COUNTRY (4) will be one of the leaders and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: ARCHIE NINKASI (6) has good early speed and could be hard to run down if he can lead. 



 

Race 4 - 08:21 - BARDENHAGENS IGA SUPERMARKET Juvenile Graduation 600m 

1 163 FROSTY'S CAPABLE (Wayne Williams): Slow beginning railer; does run on and is suited this trip, rough show. 

2 254 KINLOCH ANGEL (Susan Gittus): Good beginning railer; battles fairly well this distance and looks a chance. 

3 331 BOLD DANCER (Rodney Walker): Slow beginning centre runner; nice win here last time but this is tougher. 

4 112 LAKERVILLE (Michael Stringer): Slow beginning railer; is quite strong this distance and looks a good chance. 

5 861 KYLE'S EXPRESS (Susan Gittus): Ex Vic performer with 1 win and 4 placing’s from 16 starts, this is tough. 

6 224 WAREHOUSE MOUSE (Paul Hili): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly but is not well boxed, place chance. 

7 426 TRUDELS (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer; can battle fairly but needs to settle close, place at best. 

8 347 ABLE CHIEF (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested from this box. 

9 712 AIN'T SHE PRETTY Res. (Russell Watts): Fair beginning railer; battles well over the shorter trips, place hope. 

10 746 POA'S GIRL Res. (Sonia Martin): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, this is far too hard. 

 

TOP PICK: LAKERVILLE (4) will be a bit slow away but might be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: KINLOCH ANGEL (2) will be leading this field and might be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: FROSTY’S CAPABLE (1) will be slow away but he is nicely boxed and will be running on. 

 

Race 5 - 08:43 - LILYDALE TAKEAWAY STORE Maiden 515m 

1 677 JAKE KEEPING (Susan Gittus): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, is drawn well but tested. 

2 576 MASERATTI DUCK (Nicole Howard): Fair beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late, place show. 

3 424 PREPOSSESSING (Patrick Pearce): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly well here but must settle closer, place. 

4 363 KIALDU SCARLET (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on well late, is a chance. 

5 828 MAXIMUM CARLY (Kenneth Mayne): Good beginning railer but does tire a bit late, is a rough place hope. 

6 242 MYRTLE'S TURTLE (Brian Crawford): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed but does tire late, chance. 

7 543 PRINCE SOLO (Ian Callinan): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed but does run on well late, place show. 

8 686 CLASSIC JUDD (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning wide runner and is not over strong, rough place chance. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: KIALDU SCARLET (4) should settle just behind the leaders and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: MYRTLE’S TURTLE (6) will be one of the leaders and could be hard to run down if he can lead. 

 

ROUGHIE: PREPOSSESSING (3) should receive a nice run in this and looks a place chance. 

 

Race 6 - 09:01 - BARDENHAGENS HARDWARE STORE Grade 5 515m 

1 335 SPEED OF RHINO (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; does run on fairly well and is nicely boxed, chance. 

2 232 ADAM'S JIMMY (Barry Adams): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed but does tire late, place at best. 

3 614 KENNY'S CRUISE (Kenneth Mayne): Fair beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire a bit late, rough. 

4 317 WINKLEA VESTIE (Patricia Howard): Slow beginning railer; does run on but needs to find the rails, chance. 

5 132 IDITAROD (Michael Louth): Slow beginning centre runner; runs on fairly well and looks rough chance in this. 

6 555 PETRIE (Dennis Wood): Slow beginning railer; can battle fairly but will need luck from this box. 

7 533 ARNHEN VILLAIN (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning railer and is not over strong this trip, looks tested. 

8 232 TRICKY KID (Philip Cassidy): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

9 776 REGRETTE RIEN Res. (Dale Hammersley): Risky beginning railer; can battle well but she must begin better. 

10 558 COVEY Res. (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning wide runner and is not over strong here, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: WINKLEA VESTIE (4) might be able to settle just behind the leaders and could be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: SPEED OF RHINO (1) will be a bit slow away but he does run on and is nicely boxed. 

 

ROUGHIE: KENNY’S CRUISE (3) will have the speed to lead if she begins well and could be hard to run down. 

 



Race 7 - 09:21 - LIBERTY LILYDALE Grade 4 515m 

1 663 CLASSIC JOEL (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

2 515 KNEAD THE DOUGH (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly well but this is tougher, place hope. 

3 255 UNDERCLASS HERO (Michael Stringer): Slow beginning railer; does run on quite well and is a chance in this. 

4 423 UKULELE SWINGER (Dennis Wood): Risky beginning railer; battles well but is awkwardly boxed, place show. 

5 441 WYNBURN RUSH (Benjamin Englund): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

6 535 CLASSIC SPENCE (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning centre runner; battles fairly and is a rough place hope. 

7 157 PAINTED DOTTY (Michael Stringer): Risky beginning railer; does run on well but she must find the rails. 

8 163 MAVISTA FALLS (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

9 676 GO BETTY GO Res. (Susan Gittus): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, this looks too tough. 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: UNDERCLASS HERO (3) will be a bit slow away but might be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: MAVISTA FALLS (8) might have the speed to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: CLASSIC JOEL (1) is a chance of holding the lead from this box and excels with this draw. 

 

Race 8 - 09:42 - MULLIGAN/WHITE SYN. Grade 5 515m 

1 136 MISTY FIORD (Paul Hili): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, good chance from this box. 

2 521 ANTIVIST (Russell Watts): Fair beginning centre runner; can show some speed and battles fairly well, chance. 

3 634 BUCKLE UP TANGO (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning centre runner; battles fairly and looks a place chance. 

4 535 SWINGING HAMMER (Jared Davies): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, place chance. 

5 151 LAPLAND (Michael Louth): Good beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire late here, place if he leads. 

6 656 FERARO FORTE (Susan Gittus): Fair beginning railer; has some speed but is not over strong here, looks tested. 

7 252 HUNTER BEVEN (Nicole Howard): SCRATCHED 

8 331 AEROHOUND (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

9 477 JOEL'S PRIDE Res. (Dale Hammersley): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed but does tire late, place. 

10 567 BLUE MAYHEM Res. (Patrick Ryan): Slow beginning railer; ordinary effort here last week, needs to improve. 

 

TOP PICK: MISTY FIORD (1) should settle close to the lead from this box and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: ANTIVIST (2) may settle close to the lead in this and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: SWINGING HAMMER (4) will be slow away but does run on and looks a place chance. 

 

Race 9 - 10:04 - LILYDALE LARDER Grade 5 515m 

1 315 GLENREA TARGET (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles well, is a good chance. 

2 324 KALISPELL (Michael Louth): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, chance if he leads. 

3 575 REAL IMPACT (Nicole Howard): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on, looks a place chance. 

4 323 CRIMSON LEIGH (Dennis Wood): Slow beginning railer; does run on but needs to find the rails, place hope. 

5 356 ROADHOUSE LASS (Peter Dalton): Risky beginning centre runner; lacks speed but does battle fairly, place. 

6 571 RICKY'S A LEGEND (Dale Hammersley): Risky beginning railer; has speed and battles well, has a chance. 

7 562 MIDORI NITRO (Gary Johnson): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly but she needs to find the rails, place hope. 

8 136 SIMPLY SPOILT (Sandra Elphinstone): SCRATCHED 

9 757 BIG JACK JUNIOR Res. (Darren Critchley): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, will struggle. 

10 558 COVEY Res. (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning wide runner and is not over strong here, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: GLENREA TARGET (1) might be able to hold the lead from this box and could be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: RICKY’S A LEGEND (6) has the speed to lead if he begins well and might be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: KALISPELL (2) should be vying for the early lead and battles fairly well. 

 



Race 10 - 10:27 - FUNCORP HYGIENE SERVICES Maiden 515m 

1 773 LOCH LEVEN (Terrence Ackerly): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly well and is nicely boxed, is a chance. 

2 744 KIALDU DEAN (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, is some hope. 

3 344 BENJI FARMER (Jared Davies): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on fairly well, has a chance. 

4 753 NICKY DAL'S GIRL (Jarrod Mallinson): Risky beginning centre runner and is not over strong, better last time. 

5 458 BUCKLE UP SMYTHE (Lyndon Smith): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

6 575 FERARO FORTITUDE (Susan Gittus): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, will struggle from this box. 

7 257 KINLOCH MEG (Anthony Dawson): Risky beginning centre runner and is not over strong here, looks tested. 

8 752 SHOT GUN PUNTER (Kenneth Mayne): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly but must settle close, some hope. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: LOCH LEVEN (1) is a chance of holding the lead from this box and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: BENJI FARMER (3) should settle closer to the lead in this and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: KIALDU DEAN (2) will be a bit slow away but he is nicely boxed and will be running on. 

 

Race 11 - 10:43 - LILYDALE GROUP Grade 5 515m 

1 665 CYNDIANA MISS (Bruce Macrostie): Slow beginning railer; can battle fairly well and is nicely boxed, place. 

2 628 WYNBURN CHARM (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, is a chance. 

3 227 KINLOCH WARRIOR (Russell Watts): Slow beginning centre runner; battles fairly but must settle close, place. 

4 241 WINKLEA ZIPPER (Patricia Howard): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

5 548 ROCK ROYALTY (Darren Critchley): SCRATCHED 

6 341 STRAIGHT ARROW (Gary Johnson): Risky beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, place hope. 

7 814 FLYING ROSWELL (Neville Allison): Risky beginning centre runner; can show speed and battle well, rough. 

8 384 HELLYEAH SKEETA (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

9 477 JOEL'S PRIDE Res. (Dale Hammersley): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed but does tire late, place. 

10 567 BLUE MAYHEM Res. (Patrick Ryan): Slow beginning railer; ordinary effort here last week, needs to improve. 

 

TOP PICK: WYNBURN CHARM (2) will be vying for the early lead in this and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: WINKLEA ZIPPER (4) might have the speed to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: KINLOCH WARRIOR (3) might settle just behind the leaders and battles fairly well. 

 


